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I am looking for an OS X front page application that can do the following: - Be a document browser (think Notes, not
Evernote) - Export to one of my favorite file formats like HTML or Latex (so that I can take my data and move it into another
program) - Have a nice set of icons (or just one) I would be interested in hearing about anything that fits this bill. Also, keep in
mind that I am not a full-time developer (nor a computer scientist). This is only to fill a need in my workflow. I don't have time
to develop one myself, so if you know of a good front page app, please let me know. Thanks in advance! juggernaut
12-22-2007, 12:50 PM Xmarks. Some nice things about Xmarks are: - It integrates very nicely with browsers: even if you don't
use Firefox, Xmarks still stores your favorites in your Firefox profile (this works fine with Safari as well). - The export-toHTML feature is great for me because I use the native save as feature in Mac to save lots of text into.txt files. I then use a
Python script to convert these.txt files to.html or.latex files. - Since Xmarks is cross-platform, it is a nice alternative to
Evernote. - When you create a new account, you get 100 MB of storage. - There are some nice desktop icons. - The interface is
not too fussy, even for a "novice". - It's free. Just a few things to consider. LMS 12-22-2007, 01:01 PM Something I wrote that
was a lot of fun, but I didn't find a good use for it in real life. It's called mPowered. Code up a page in Mutagen or HTML and
save it as a static html page. Then it can be loaded from a directory on your local disk. The advantage is that it runs everywhere,
so you can develop a page, and then run it from a local directory. It doesn't have the fancy look-and-feel of a lot of these things,
but it's simple and quick. If you're 82157476af
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